Murder at
the Luau
Chapter Seven: High Seas

raced to the beach and their boards each afternoon,
Kitty had preferred to cruise the sand in search of
treasures washed ashore by the waves.
Maui, on the other hand: Kitty felt the salt
on her shoulders growing crisp over her skin like
a crust as it dried in the sun’s warmth.  The water
temperature resembled a bathtub, and she would

Kitty was floating between two sheets of
serene blue.  Above her, the sky stretched beyond the
beyond, no clouds, soft breeze tickling the curls of
hair that had escaped her wet ponytail.  Below her
circling feet, the blue water made tiny whirlpools that
suggested she might drown out here, but welcomed
her below the surface all the same.
Gripping the fiberglass between her thighs,
she watched the horizon as each swelling wave rose
up in undulating curves.  She would watch and count
and then feel the rise and fall of the surfboard as the
waves she’d witnessed developing flowed under her
and lifted her closer to the sky for just a moment, before completing their journey to the shore and splashing onto the sand as broken waves.
Kitty was not an exceptionally skilled surfer.  Growing up in Northern California, she’d spent
her share of time in the ocean, but that had always
involved wetsuits and rough water--”pacific” might
mean peaceful, but that ocean was wildly misnamed
for the California coast.  While many of her peers had
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have been stifling in a wetsuit.  Surfing here was a
different beast altogether from Northern California,
where it took a certain level of dauntless masochism
to face the icy waters; in Maui, surfing was closer to
hot yoga, meditative and challenging and requiring
total focus in the most therapeutic way.  
Leaving the lab earlier that afternoon, Kitty
had felt the satisfaction that always came when she
identified a seed discovered in an archaeological
context.  Taking the unknown and making it known
wasn’t about control for Kitty—well, not only about
control, anyway.  Kitty had learned through conflict
with previous supervisors that she had a tendency
to control circumstances in order to have a sense
of impact on the world around her.  At least, the
university-appointed counselor had put it that way.  
Kitty saw it more as an efficient use of her greatest
intellectual assets, namely organization and analysis, but she had been informed at the meeting where
her previous employer invited her to depart the
university in no uncertain terms that perhaps, given
her position and public visibility as an ambassador
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for the school, being apprehended for picking locks

an unexpected and irritating distraction.  She liked

on federal property wasn’t really the kind of intellec-

Noelani very much for the simple reason that the

tual pursuit that most endeared Kitty as a rising junior

coroner did not demand Kitty’s constant attention

faculty member.

or interaction, and because Noelani seemed to be

Kitty didn’t want to pick locks.  They simply

exactly who she presented herself to be.

were a constant temptation to unravel secrets in a

Integrity and honesty were more rare than

world where most people presented her with unfath-

even Kitty had believed.  Growing up, homes-

omable complexity.  Where Kitty wanted people to be

chooled by her hippie mother, Kitty had been taught

forthright and transparent, she had frequently discov-

that character was built one mistake at a time.  Not

ered them to be opaque and manipulative.  Where

by following rules, but by seeing the impact bro-

Kitty hoped to live in a world—or really, at the bare

ken rules had on relationships—Kitty’s mother had

minimum, work in a university department—where

based her entire parenting philosophy around the

the motivations for her superiors came from their

idea that life was about relationships, that build-

logical pursuit of success for the department as an

ing and preserving them was the goal of our time

organism, over and over Kitty had been confronted

on Mother Earth.  Kitty hadn’t appreciated it as a

with small-minded men and women who bore their

girl, but the idea that setting boundaries on her own

own self-interest like an honor badge.

behavior would make her relationships stronger was

Floating on the ocean, Kitty could let that slip

an unusual one.  

out her fingertips and roll away on the waves.  Most

She hadn’t learned that lesson very well.

of it, at least.  For now, at least.

Picking locks came about by accident, and

Her mind was wandering.  With no one de-

was an ever-present itch under Kitty’s skin. She had

manding her attention or asking her to engage with

a long history of sneaking out of her house as a girl,

them, she let that happen. Often Kitty found people

or of getting in her car late at night as an adult, and

draining, their need for her to fully surrender her own

finding a door with a lock and a sign reading “Do

thoughts to following theirs was work for her.  She

Not Enter.”  The rule was what she wanted to test,

loved the written word, because she could absorb it

and the urge to constantly push against the boundary

at her own pace—having an extended conversation

had driven her to risk more and more: friendships,

with many people often felt like being interrupted in

jobs, even her own safety, just to satisfy her itch.  

the middle of a good novel by a ringing phone, like
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Since arriving on Maui, perhaps for the first
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time in over a decade, she hadn’t thought about it

how Angela Kelekolio had rescued him, maybe

once.

literally, from the life he had been living struck a
So out here on this wave, protected from the

lurking dangers of the sea by only a sheet of fiber-

chord in Kitty, and brought to mind the stories of
Hine, and how she healed hearts.

glass, she allowed herself to wonder why.
Hawaiian mythology held a number of

Here on the waves, Kitty wished that more
people would follow Angela’s example.  And she

gods and goddesses as deities, and their stories

was inexplicably sad that the death of this woman,

were the story of the islands.  They also served to

a complete stranger, had left her bereft.  The loss of

communicate the values and priorities of the Ha-

anyone who cared so deeply for others was some-

waiian people.  Like all threads of culture handed

thing to mourn.

down through generations, the myth and folklore of

Kitty loved picking locks.  It released a pent-

Hawaii served to bind the islanders together with

up need inside her, it was a way to control without

shared concepts and ideals.

pushing others away.  Perhaps she hadn’t felt the

Before arriving on Maui, Kitty had spent
some time exploring the world of Hawaiian my-

need since arriving on Maui because finding Angela’s killer was meeting the same urge inside her.

thology.  All archaeology came back to folklore and
myth, eventually.  The material culture--the “stuff”-

She couldn’t bring the woman back.  But she
could bring her some justice.

-of a people group was pretty worthless without

When she’d left the lab, Kitty had told No-

the stories attached to it all.  Stories, Kitty believed

elani, Jonathan and Marcus that she had identified

deeply, were the source of connection and meaning

the seed.  It was dangerous to let that information

between people.  Maybe that’s what her mother had

spread too far, she knew: the coconut wireless had

been trying to tell her all along.

already taken news of the identity of the victim and

Kitty was especially drawn to the character

speed it far and wide.  Whether that would compro-

of Hine.  She is the ocean goddess of the Hawai-

mise any investigation was something Kitty could

ian pantheon, the goddess who covers healing and

only guess.  Probably, she figured.

women’s work like weaving.  She is wife and mother and sister to all.

But the seed.  That information needed to be
kept as quiet as possible for as long as possible.  If

Something about that story had occurred to
Kitty in the lab today.  Hearing Jonathan describe
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Kitty was right, if what she suspected could actually
be tracked and proved, it would lead her directly to
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a very short list of people, and one of them would be

This wasn’t Kitty’s first murder investi-

the killer.  Playing her cards close to her vest might

gation, unfortunately.  The last time, she’d been

prevent the guilty party from getting spooked.

trapped inside a high-dollar archaeological lab at

When working with archaeological remains, identifi-

the historic site of Jamestown, and had a single

cation of botanicals--usually seeds--was an essential

night to determine who had killed a young student

game of connect-the-dots.  It helped the researchers

and stuffed his body inside a photocopier.  Kitty

determine when and what happened in a particular

had been deeply concerned then that the authorities

place, and how people are connected from one place

might find some piece of evidence left by the killer,

to another, from one time to another.

jump to exactly the conclusion the killer intended,

Say Kitty found a charred kernel of corn in a fire pit

and convict the wrong person of the murder.  Her

at a site where no corn was known to

distrust of the police, stemming in large part from

have grown.

frequent encounters after picking locks where of-

It didn’t put itself there.  If she could

prove that the corn was placed in the pit at the same

ficers refused to appreciate the difference between

time as another item that could be given a definitive

unlocking a door and actually ENTERING illegally

date, then she could say the corn appeared at the same

(which Kitty never, ever did, it was the lock that

time--which means that someone had it then, and left

mattered to her, and only the lock) had taught her to

it there.  That someone who was growing corn had

share only what she absolutely must with the People

come to the place and met with those people, and

In Charge, and no more.

left their corn behind.  That contact between people

Her counselor called that another attempt

groups had changed them both, and moved them for-

to control circumstances.  Kitty called it common

ward in how they acted and interacted.

sense.

Knowing what a seed was seemed so small.  

Common sense also called Kitty back to

But it could make all the difference in connecting one

her surroundings.  She had been out here floating

event to another.

blissed out on the waves for longer than she ought.  

Finding Angela’s killer was going to be all

Between the sun and the monotonous sound of the

about connecting one event to another.  And the seed

surf, she was lulled into a trance, and suspected that

she had found today might be the first big step in that

quite a lot of time had slipped past.  She left the lab

direction.

in the later afternoon, and was taking advantage of
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the long days to put in some time on the board, but

gathering up their gear to head back to their cars.  

the sun would set soon, and Kitty wanted to be out of

Folding chairs that had been placed in the deep sand

the water by then.

were now licked by the waves of the rising tide,

She began paddling.  Surfing was portrayed in

and a child’s plastic bucket was lifted up and pulled

movies and on the Brady Bunch as constant riding, as

away with the incoming wave.  Kitty could see

if there was no Strat or finish to the act but rather an

picnic blankets being folded, and a couple pulling

ongoing smooth float on the board over each wave,

a beach wagon while holding hands.  The light was

which on film always seemed to last forever.  In reali- golden on the leaves of the palm trees, and there
ty, 90% of surfing was getting to and from the waves,

was lively movement under the cabana at the local

and that involved paddling.

burgers-and-brew joint Kitty had already picked

Scooping into the water with her arms, Kitty

out for her dinner.  She’d had enough of sleuthing

imagined grabbing giant handfuls, as if rather than

for one day, and the relaxation of an hour surfing

ocean she was scooping jelly or honey.  Thick and

followed by a solo burger was a balm.

viscous would be so much easier to hold in her palms.
Her shoulders ached. It was a good ache, one
that reminded her she was an active participant in the

She was already tasting the grilled onions
and goat cheese toppings she planned to order on
her indulgent Angus burger, and perhaps that’s why

events of her life, and that maybe scratched the itch to she didn’t see what was coming.  Her peripheral
pick locks, just a little.  An ache that told her she had

vision caught the movement just as it came close

influence and control over her surroundings.

to her board, and she reversed the direction of her

Looking toward the beach, Kitty picked out
her desired landing point.  She aimed the nose of her

paddling just in time to pivot rapidly on the water
and avoid getting pushed under.

board in that direction and gave a deeper dig.  Lying
flat on her belly, with her toes balanced on the back

To her left, another surfer had nearly collided with her, which seemed impossible to Kitty.  

of the board, her chin hovered just over the nose.  The Even in California, where the water was colder
rough surface massaged her skin as if she was having

and the big waves less frequent, surfing etiquette

a salt scrub in a spa.  The edges of the board slid past

demanded space between participants, enough that

the soft skin under her arms with each stroke as she

there was virtually no danger of running into one

paddled closer to her destination.

another by accident.  In Hawaii, where the waves

On the sand, sunbathers and families were
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came along nearly constantly, the consideration of

near-180 degrees to point directly at her again.

surfers to one another was that much greater, and
there was a pecking order and hierarchy implied in

Befuddled as she was by sand and sun and
surf, and the dreamy anticipation of a juicy burger, it

the line up when multiple individuals sat waiting for a took Kitty longer than she would ever admit to realwave at the same time.

ize that this was not some amateur who didn’t know

Like mountains, waves have peaks and valleys.  For surfing, when two or more boards are

the rules.  It was even some jerk who didn’t want to
follow the rules.

looking to catch the same wave, the surfer closer to

This was on purpose.

the peak always has right of way, which is to say, the

On the board opposite her, now on her right

closer someone was to being able to catch the wave,

side since swiping past her and flipping around again,

the more right she had to take the chance when it

was a figure in full wet suit.  This alone would have

came.  This also applied to the number one no-no of

been unusual in Hawaii, where the tightness and

surfing, dropping in.  Dropping in meant that a surfer

friction of a wetsuit would have very little benefit

was just about to or had already started riding a wave, and plenty of drawbacks.  What really set off Kitty’s
and another surfer jumped in front and stole the wave

alarm bells was the hood: on the other surfer’s head

away, making it dangerous for both of them.  

was a full neoprene hood that covered from chin to

The board that had just come at Kitty was

forehead, leaving only the eyes and nose exposed.  It

from the left and headed up the wave at her, some-

was more like a ski mask than a surf hood, and Kitty

thing that would almost never happen on an average

had only seen extreme surfers wear such a thing in the

surf day, but certainly not when she was almost alone

icy waters of the North Atlantic.

on the waves as she had been for the past hour.  Even

Never in Hawaii.

if the other perpetrator had been simply paddling

This wasn’t just on purpose.  It was an attack.

past, it was considered extraordinarily rude to paddle

The nose of the other board rammed into her

directly across someone else’s line, their trajectory

right side, near her knee.  Kitty reacted instinctively

toward the wave or the beach, because this cut them

and kicked out, making contact with her attacker’s

off and made more work for them.

left shoulder.  She couldn’t hear over the sound of her

Kitty was preparing an irritated and confused

own breathing as her chin bumped against the surface

retort when the other board made a swift pivot by

of her board and her arms worked furiously to maneu-

digging the tail deeply into the water and spinning a

ver herself away.
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“Hey!” she yelled.

“What are you doing?” Kitty shouted again.

Nothing.

Honestly, what did she think would happen?  

“Dude! Hey!” she tried again.

They’d answer and act surprised?  They’d apologize

Still nothing.

and everyone would laugh and leave as friends?

There was always the chance that the other
boarder couldn’t hear through the wetsuit.  Honest-

Kitty didn’t even know if this was a man or
a woman, but she knew this was no friend.

ly, Kitty would have been surprised if they could.  

Her board rocked again, this time even more

But the next onslaught made her less likely to give

violently.  Taking a deep breath, Kitty did the riski-

the benefit of the doubt.

est thing she could think of: she flipped over.

Paddling away to the right and favoring

Surfers routinely do what they call a duck

their left shoulder where Kitty had kicked out, the

dive to push their boards beneath a wave.  By push-

surfer slipped off their board and Kitty could see the

ing the nose of the board into the face of the wave,

rubber tubing of the board leash connecting to their

they can punch through the wave like a needle,

ankle, which was covered like the rest of the body in

avoiding getting shoved back toward the beach by

neoprene fabric from the wetsuit.

the force of the wave.  Some surfboards, though,

Diving under their board, Kitty could only

won’t allow for a duck dive—maybe they are too

track movement from the location of the fiberglass.  

buoyant or too large.  In that case, the surfer will

With the sun changing position rapidly in the sky,

execute a turtle roll.

the water was darkening and the infamous transpar-

Like the duck dive, the turtle roll is a maneu-

ency of the ocean surrounding Maui was fading into

ver designed to avoid getting clobbered by a vio-

an inky opacity that only allowed brief glimpses

lent wave that crests directly in front of the board.  

beneath the surface.  Combined with the black of

Instead of punching through the wave, however,

the wetsuit, Kitty had no idea where her attacker

the surfer grabs the sides of the board—called the

had gone.

rails—and simply rolls over.  Kitty knew it was a

Until her own board rocked violently from
side to side.

common enough technique, which almost guaranteed it wouldn’t be unfamiliar to her attacker, but

Kitty quickly sat up and gripped the sides of

she hoped using it now, when they were directly

the board with her legs, using her hands to attempt

beneath her board it would surprise them enough for

to stabilize it on the surface of the water.

her to break free.
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It worked.

did feel as viscous and thick as honey.  Her shoulders

Kitty felt her shoulder impact the other surfer

were burning, her back ached, and she was arching

as she flipped her board over and went beneath the

her neck violently to visualize the wave behind her.

water’s surface.  

Breaking all the rules, she saw that the oth-

The other surfer’s body recoiled from the

er surfer was also pulling for the wave, and Kitty

impact, and Kitty could sense them struggling to the

dropped into it just in front of them, watching as the

surface, reaching down toward their ankle and grasp-

other board shot into the air and the wetsuit went

ing the leash to pull their board closer.

heels over head.

Kitty reached out and tried to wrestle the

Serves them right, she thought.

other surfer back toward her.  What was she doing?

She rode the wave into the beach, nearly fall-

she wondered to herself.  She could never get a grip

ing off her board as she hit the sand.  The adrenaline

on the wetsuit, how could this be helping?

of the fight left her body as quickly as it had come

Her fingernails scraped along the other surf-

on, and she saw black spots before her eyes.

er’s palm as they reached for their board.  Kitty could

Kitty struggled up the sand and collapsed on

feel the friction as she got skin under her own nails

the beach.  She could sense feet hustling toward her

from the contact.

in concern, heard faint voices asking questions she

The other surfer got hold of their board and
surfaced.  Kitty did the same, turning to face her

couldn’t really understand—the words just wouldn’t
form sentences and make sense.

attacker, wanting desperately to at least understand
who this was and what they wanted.  Why would

The seed.  She knew this was connected to
the seed.

someone ever attack another boarder out on the water?

Leaving the lab that afternoon, Kitty had told
only three people that she had identified the seed,

A wave was coming up behind them.  Kitty

and the cautious part of her didn’t reveal to them

briefly caught the eye of the other surfer, and could

what she had learned about it.  Someone else knew,

see they were both processing the same idea: catch

though.  That had to be it.

the wave.

Because the alternative was that one of her

She started paddling.  Harder and harder she

friends had just betrayed and attacked her.

pulled on the water, which in her fatigue now really
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